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Abstract: RFID Blind spots or dead zones are the regions within the maximum operating range of the 

RFID system where the RFID fails to read the RFID tag. This paper studies the potential locations of 

blind spots as well as the effectiveness of several blind spots remedy methods.   
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1. Introduction 

 
The existence of blind spots have troubled supply chain management and RFID system engineers 

because any failed or omitted reading of RFID tag would slow down the inventory tracking process. In 

this paper we experimentally and numerically investigate how blind spots are constructed and what 

remedies are effective in treating them. 

The existence of blind spots is due to the presence of multipath propagations caused by the 

constructive and destructive interferences of the reflected signals from walls, ceiling, ground, and any 

scatterers in the vicinity. Other factors that might incite the failure of reading of RFID tags are mainly 

caused by the RFID tag antenna design parameters. Those setback factors are the radiation pattern of the 

tag; mismatch of the tag due to the presence of metallic objects, and the mutual coupling of closely 

spaced tags [1].   

Figure 1 shows the readability of an RFID tag (Alien squiggle Gen 2) measured at different positions 

of a vertical plane cut inside the RFID chamber at The University of Mississippi. The four walls and the 

ceiling of this RFID chamber are covered by RF absorbing materials while the ground is made of concrete 

to simulate the conventional RFID operating environment of a large area such as warehouse. The black 

pixels in the figure are the blind spots where the tag is unreadable, and the grey pixels denote a partial 

readability, after several trials. The white pixels indicate maximum read rate. 
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Fig. 1. Measured readability of an RFID tag in the RFID chamber of the University of Mississippi. 
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2. Blind Spots Simulation 

 

Figure 2 depicts the forward and backward propagations of the RFID signals between the reader 

antennas and the RFID tag. The forward communication of the RFID system can be modeled by Friis’ 

equation while the backward communication of the RFID system can be modeled by the Radar equations 

[2]: 

Friis’ equation:   
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      Radar equation: 
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where 
tagP  is the power received by the tag, 

tP  is the input power of the transmitting antenna, and 
tG  is 

the gain of the transmitting reader antenna. When the return loss of the transmitting antenna 
tΓ  and the 

cable loss are calculated to be part of the antenna gain, 
ttGP  is called the reader transmitted equivalent 

isotropic radiated power (EIRP). The gain, return loss, and radar cross section (RCS) of the tag antenna 

are 
tagΓ ,

tagG , and 
tagσ , respectively. The power received by the receiving antenna is 

rP , the gain of the 

receiving antenna is 
rG , the distance between the transmitting antenna and the tag is 

1R , the distance 

between the receiving antenna and tag is 
2R , the wavelength of the operating frequency is λ , and the 

polarization loss factors between the transmitting-to-tag antennas, and tag-to-receiving antennas are 
2

ˆˆ
tagt ρρ ⋅  and 

2
ˆˆ

tagr ρρ • , correspondingly. Typically, the polarization loss factor for a dipole type RFID 

tag and circularly polarized reader antenna is 0.5.  
 

 
It is known that the sensitivity of the reader receiving system is very high (-70dBm to -90dBm) while 

the minimum power for a passive RFID tag to function is only about -10dBm. Therefore, once a tag is 

activated, the backward propagation signals can always be detected and thus not affecting the blind spot 

location [1]. From equation (1), we can calculate the power density of the transmitted signal everywhere. 

The construction process of the power density for multipath signal propagations and the detectable region 

plot are shown in Fig. 3. The detectable region plot is created based on the -11dBm threshold value as the 
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Fig. 2. Forward and backward multipath propagations of RFID system. 
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power required to turn on the RFID tag. The radiation pattern of our circularly polarized reader antennas 

are approximated by the cosine power model as: 

 

( )θn

tt GG cosmax ×=     where      
)2/Beamwidthlog(

)2/1log(
=n     (3) 

 

and maxtG is the maximum gain of the reader antenna. The transmitting antenna is positioned at 4.55 feet 

above the ground and the receiving antenna is 2.91 feet above the ground. Our test reader antennas have 

the gain of 6dB and beamwidth of 60 degrees. The transmitted power was rated as 1 Watt. The computed 

total coverage area of detectable RFID signal in the chamber is about 93.86% and the rest are blind spots. 

The simulated detectable region plot is similar to the measured result of Fig. 1. The plots in Fig. 4 are 

simulations of chamber with no reflection from anywhere, chamber with reflection from ground only, 

chamber with reflection from ceiling and ground, and chamber with reflection from ceiling, ground and 

wall at the back of the chamber. The plot is for a linearly polarized transmitting antenna oriented 

horizontally. We can see from the plots that additional reflective surfaces might increase or reduce blind 

spots. The study of the performance of the RFID tag in a Faraday cage can be found in the paper by 

Nikkari et al [3]. 
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Fig. 3. Detectable region plot generation process diagram. 
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In the field of wireless communications, the fading of transmitted signal due to multipath 

propagations is known as small-scale fading. The path loss at the tag location can be obtained from the 

signal strength of the tag as [4]: 

EIRP

P
L

tag

path =       (4) 

 

The signal strength at the tag location can be interpreted as the power density at the tag location.  

 

 

 

3. Blind Spots Reduction Approaches 

 
There are several ways for mitigating multipath effects and reducing blind spots. One of the 

approaches is to reduce the reflection from the reflective surrounding surfaces or by maintaining the 

direct antenna beam illumination of reflecting surfaces to a minimum. Frequency diversity is another 

approach to reduce blind spots and the paper by Banerjee et al [5] has revealed that frequency diversity is 
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Fig. 4. Power plots and the detectable region plots of the chamber for horizontal linearly polarized 

source with (a) no reflection, (b) ground reflection only, (c) ground and ceiling reflection only, (d) 

ground, ceiling and back wall reflections. 
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effective for long range RFID (> 30 feet). Table 1 shows the improvement of the coverage area with 

frequency hopping comparing to single frequency operation for our chamber. Nevertheless, blind spots 

still exist even though the entire bandwidth of global RFID frequency has been used.  

 

Table 1:  Frequency diversity coverage comparison 

Operating Frequency Percentage coverage area of the chamber with ground reflection 

840MHz 96.12% 

915MHz 93.86% 

960MHz 90.47% 

Frequency hopping 840-960MHz 97.14% 

 

 

Spatial diversity is another approach for mitigating blind spots. More antennas at different locations 

will cover more areas and reduce blind spots. The further apart the transmitting antennas from each other, 

the more areas they will cover. Table 2 illustrates the improvement of signal coverage by interchanging 

the roles of the transmitting and receiving antennas positioned 1.64 feet apart.  

 

Table 2:  Spatial diversity coverage comparison 

 Percentage coverage area of the chamber 

with ground reflection 

Transmitting antenna at the top 93.86% 

Transmitting antenna at the bottom 93.04% 

Interchanging transmitting antenna 99.07% 

 

Polarization diversity is the use of reader antenna with dual polarizations capability [6]. Shown in 

Table 3 is the improvement of signal coverage by a dual polarized transmitting antenna. The two 

polarizations simulated here are the horizontally linear and vertically linear polarizations. This remedy 

approach is efficient and is very suitable for portable RFID reader with just a single antenna for 

transmitting and receiving. 

 

Table 3:  Polarization diversity coverage comparison 

 Percentage coverage area of the chamber 

with ground reflection 

Horizontal linear polarization 93.86% 

Vertical linear polarization 91.04% 

Dual polarizations  98.56% 

 

Changing the transmitting antenna orientation will also improve the coverage area and therefore an 

antenna with direction scanning ability will be able to cover larger detectable area. Shown in Table 4 are 

the results of a simulated mechanical scanning transmitting antenna. 

 

Table 4:  Directional scanning transmitting antenna coverage comparison 

Transmitting Antenna Direction Percentage coverage area of the chamber 

 Ground Reflection  Ceiling, ground, and back wall reflections 

-20, 0, 20 degrees scan 96.29% 98.25% 

-30, 0, 30 degrees scan 96.75% 98.83% 
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4. Conclusion 

 

For complete and successful operation of RFID systems in a large area, blind spots are to be 

eliminated. This paper presents multiple approaches to achieve this goal. Because of the limited band of 

the allowed operating frequencies, the frequency diversity approach does not provide a suitable solution 

for effectively eliminating the blind spots. However, spatial diversity with multiple reader antennas is 

found to be an effective way for significantly reducing blind spots. A single reader antenna with 

directional scanning ability will also reduce blind spots effectively. Combination of the aforementioned 

approaches could also be used for even better elimination of blind spots.  
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